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Overview

Leading litigation firm MC recently opened 
their incredible new MC Centre in the heart 
of Auckland city. Conceived as the best 
workplace in Aotearoa for New Zealand’s 
best lawyers, the new office space has 
been inspired by New Zealand native bush 
environments including Auckland’s scenic 
Waitakere Ranges. The design features 
innovative interior landscaping using lush 
raised gardens, native plants, mosses 
and photosynthetic grow lights to create 

an atmosphere of calm and tranquillity as 
well as a connection with nature. Internal 
bridges and stairways connecting office 
spaces and meeting areas have been 
designed in ways which add further visual 
interest to the building’s interior.    

Calibre’s role

Calibre provided structural design and 
fit-out design services to realise MC’s 
vision for this remarkable office space. 
We worked as part of a multi-disciplinary 

team of technical experts which included 
architect Jasmax; property developer 
Mansons TCLM; project manager The 
Building Intelligence Group; acoustic and 
mechanical engineers Agile Engineering; 
and interior fit-out specialists Impact 
Interiors. In delivering this complex 
project the Calibre team also worked 
collaboratively with terrarium and 
landscaping specialists Outside In; 
consulting engineers Norman Disney & 
Young; and onsite café designers Burning 
Red.
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which fits exactly with the client’s needs 
and expectations, particularly in the areas 
of noise ratings, sound insulation and 
acoustics. Achieving a spacious structural 
design as well as the low noise ratings 
MC desired involved the installation of 
large structural members, high amounts 
of insulation and a lot of testing and fine 
tuning to get the right results. 

Our solution
This project necessitated a highly 
collaborative approach to structural design 
and fit-out design. A key aspect of Calibre’s 
role in the project was ensuring the 
different engineering and design disciplines 
worked together to deliver an energy-
efficient and space-efficient office space

A high number of plants traditionally means 
a large amount of soil is needed, and soil 
is heavy. Calibre worked with planting 
specialists Outside In to substitute soil for 
advanced polymers, which has helped to 
reduce weight and load demands on the 
building structure. 

Value delivered

MC staff began moving into their new MC Centre office space 
in November 2021. Not only has Calibre’s structural and fit-out 
design helped the building achieve a six-star rating under the 
New Zealand Green Building Council’s Green Star Programme, 
but MC has also achieved its goal of becoming New Zealand’s 
first professional services firm to achieve WELL v2 Certification 

from the International WELL Building Institute. Achieving 
WELL precertification required that MC provide evidence - 
and in some cases make improvements - to meet standards 
measuring 108 different features covering ten concepts: Air, 
Water, Nourishment, Light, Movement, Thermal Comfort, 
Sound, Materials, Mind and Community.
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